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Arab Women Writers Raḍwá ʻĀshūr 2008 Arab women's writing in
the modern age began with 'A'isha al-Taymuriya, Warda al-Yaziji,
Zaynab Fawwaz, and other nineteenth-century pioneers in Egypt
and the Levant. This unique study-first published in Arabic in
2004-looks at the work of those pioneers and then traces the
development of Arab women's literature through the end of the
twentieth century, and also includes a meticulously researched,
comprehensive bibliography of writing by Arab women. In the
first section, in nine essays that cover the Arab Middle East from
Morocco to Iraq and Syria to Yemen, critics and writers from the
Arab world examine the origin and evolution of women's writing
in each country in the region, addressing fiction, poetry, drama,
and autobiographical writing. The second part of the volume
contains bibliographical entries for over 1,200 Arab women
writers from the last third of the nineteenth century through
1999. Each entry contains a short biography and a bibliography of
each author's published works. This section also includes Arab
women's writing in French and English, as well as a bibliography
of works translated into English. With its broad scope and
extensive research, this book is an indispensable resource for
anyone interested in Arabic literature, women's studies, or
comparative literature. Contributors: Emad Abu Ghazi, Radwa
Ashour, Mohammed Berrada, Ferial J. Ghazoul, Subhi Hadidi,
Haydar Ibrahim, Yumna al-'Id, Su'ad al-Mani', Iman al-Qadi,
Amina Rachid, Huda al-Sadda, Hatim al-Sakr.
Our Bengal Suparna Home 1950
Civilizing Emotions Margrit Pernau 2015 At the beginning of
the twenty-first century, the vocabulary of civility and civilization
is very much at the forefront of political debate. Most of these
debates proceed as if the meaning of these words were selfevident. This is where Civilizing Emotions intervenes, tracing the
history of the concepts of civility and civilization and thus adding
a level of self-reflexivity to the present debates. Unlike previous
histories, Civilizing Emotions takes a global perspective,
highlighting the roles of civility and civilization in the creation of
a new and hierarchized global order in the era of high
imperialism and its entanglements with the developments in a
number of well-chosen European and Asian countries. Emotions
were at the core of the practices linked to the creation of a new
global order in the nineteenth century. Civilizing Emotions
explores why and how emotions were an asset in civilizing
peoples and societies - their control and management, but also
their creation and their ascription to different societies and social
groups. The study is a contribution to the history of emotions, to
global history, and to the history of concepts, three rapidly
developing and innovative research areas which are here being
brought together for the first time.
The Muslim World Today S. Amjad Ali 1985 Contemporary
history of the Muslim world; includes a profile of each
independent Muslim country.
A Woman From Syria Lady X 2014-05-19 It is an autobiography of
a Syrian woman’s unusual life and eighty years of experience.
Some years were happy, and others were sad. The Syrian society
is not widely known, and reading her book, one can get an idea
about that country and its society, traditions, and the different
religions and sects. I am introducing Syria and my life to the
reader.
Islam and the Politics of Secularism Nurullah Ardiç 2012 This
book examines the process of secularization in the Middle East in
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the late 19th and early 20th century through an analysis of the
transformation and abolition of Islamic Caliphate. Focusing on
debates in both the center of the Caliphate and its periphery, the
author argues that the relationship between Islam and secularism
was one of accommodation, rather than simply conflict and
confrontation, because Islam was the single most important
source of legitimation in the modernization of the Middle East.
Through detailed analysis of both official documents and the
writings of the intellectuals who contributed to reforms in the
Empire, the author first examines the general secularization
process in the Ottoman Empire from the late 18th century up to
the end of the 1920s. He then presents an in-depth analysis of a
crucial case of secularization: the demise of Islamic Caliphate.
Drawing upon a wide range of secondary and primary sources on
the Caliphate and the wider process of political modernization, he
employs discourse analysis and comparative-historical methods to
examine how the Caliphate was first transformed into a
"spiritual" institution and then abolished in 1924 by Turkish
secularists. Ardç also demonstrates how the book’s argument is
applicable to wider secularization and modernization processes in
the Middle East. Deriving insights from history, anthropology,
Islamic law and political science, the book will engage a critical
mass of scholars interested in Middle Eastern studies, political
Islam, secularization and the near-global revival of religion as
well as the historians of Islam and late-Ottoman Empire, and
those working in the field of historical sociology and the sociology
of religion as a case study.
The History of al-Tabari Vol. 30 2015-06-29 This volume of alTabari's History covers nearly a quarter of a century, and after
covering the very brief caliphate of al-Hadi, concentrates on that
of Harun al-Rashid. During these years, the caliphate was in a
state of balance with its external foes; the great enemy, Christian
Byzantium, was regarded with respect by the Muslims, and the
two great powers of the Near East treated each other essentially
as equals, while the Caucasian and Central Asian frontiers were
held against pressure from the Turkish peoples of Inner Eurasia.
The main stresses were internal, including Shi'ite risings on
behalf of the excluded house of 'Ali, and revolts by the radical
equalitarian Kharijites; but none of these was serious enough to
affect the basic stability of the caliphate. Harun al-Rashid's
caliphate has acquired in the West, under the influence of a
misleading picture from the Arabian Nights, a glowing image as a
golden age of Islamic culture and letters stemming from the
Caliph's patronage of the exponents of these arts and sciences. In
light of the picture of the Caliph which emerges from al-Tabari's
pages, however, this image seems to be distinctly exaggerated.
Al-Rashid himself does not exhibit any notable signs of
administrative competence, military leadership or intellectual
interests beyond those which convention demanded of a ruler.
For much of his reign, he left the business of government to the
capable viziers of the Barmakid family--the account of whose
spectacular fall from power forms one of the most dramatic
features of al-Tabari's narratives here--and his decision to divide
the Islamic empire after his death between his sons was to lead
subsequently to a disastrous civil war. Nevertheless, al-Tabari's
story is full of interesting sidelights on the lives of those involved
in the court circle of the time and on the motivations which
impelled medieval Muslims to seek precarious careers there. A
discounted price is available when purchasing the entire 39volume History of al-Tabari set. Contact SUNY Press for more
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information.
Maulana Azad, Islam and the Indian National Movement Syeda
Saiyidain Hameed 2014 Maulana Azad was the first education
minister of India and a dynamic individual with multiple facets to
his personality. He is equally known as one of the foremost
freedom fighters, an Urdu poet who also wrote treatises on
philosophy and religion. Azad had hoped to lead not only the
Muslims but all Indians to freedom. From 1903, when he picked
up his pen to launch his first journal, till Partition, he never lost
sight of his larger constituency-all Indians, regardless of religion.
Why then is one who aspired and worked for national leadership
remembered only as the leader of the Muslims of India? Why then
did he lose to Jinnah, an individual who generally stood for
everything which ran contrary to his beliefs? In this thoughtprovoking work, Syeda S. Hameed takes a fresh look at the
works, politics, and life of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad.
The Indo-Asian Culture 1957
The Khilafat Movement Gail Minault 1982-08-22 The Khilafat
Movement Religious Symbolism and Political Mobilization in India
The History of al-Tabari Vol. 8 ?abar? 1997-01-01 Volume VIII
of al-Tabari's great 40-volume history of the Arabs covers the
history of the Muslim community and the biography of
Muhammad in the middle Medinan years. During this period,
Meccan resistance to Islam collapsed, Muhammad returned
triumphantly to his native city, and the Muslim community
weathered controversy in Muhammad's private life. This volume
covers the history of the Muslim community and the biography of
Muhammad in the middle Medinan years. It begins with the
unsuccessful last Meccan attack on Medina, known as the battle
of the Trench. Events following this battle show the gradual
collapse of Meccan resistance to Islam. The next year, when
Muhammad set out on pilgrimage to Mecca, the Meccans at first
blocked the road, but eventually a ten-year truce was negotiated
at al-Hudaybiyah, with Muhammad agreeing to postpone his
pilgrimage until the following year. The Treaty of al-Hudaybiyah
was followed by a series of Muslim expeditions, climaxing in the
important conquest of Khaybar. In the following year Muhammad
made the so-called Pilgrimage of Fulfillment unopposed. AlTabari's account emphasizes Islam's expanding geographical
horizon during this period. Soon after the Treaty of alHudaybiyah, Muhammad is said to have sent letters to six foreign
rulers inviting them to become Muslims. Another example of this
expanding horizon was the unsuccessful expedition to Mu'tah in
Jordan. Shortly afterward the Treaty of al-Hudaybiyah broke
down, and Muhammad marched on Mecca. The Meccans
capitulated, and Muhammad entered the city on his own terms.
He treated the city leniently, and most of the Meccan oligarchy
swore allegiance to him as Muslims. This volume of al-Tabari's
History records the collapse of Meccan resistance to Islam, the
triumphant return of Muhammad to his native city, the conversion
to Islam of the Meccan oligarchy, and the community's successful
weathering of a number of potentially embarrassing events in
Muhammad's private life.
Introduction to Nonviolence Ramin Jahanbegloo 2014-03-11 Nonviolent movements, under figures like Gandhi and the Dalai Lama,
led to some of the great social changes of the 20th century, and
some argue it offers solutions for this century's problems. This
book explores non-violence from its roots in diverse religious and
philosophical traditions to its role in bringing social and political
change today.
Indo-West Asian Relations Najma Heptulla 1991
The Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition 1980-01-01
Supplement: fascicules 1-6, 1980-1982. Index: vols 1-3, 1979..
In Search of Gandhi B.R. Nanda 2004-09-08 The twenty nine
essays in this book are insightful and sympathetic analyses of
various facets of Gandhi's multidimensional personality. They
cover his formative years, his stuggle against racism and
imperialism, his attitude to religion and the partiton of India, his
public life, and the relevance of his political economic thought in
the twenty-first century. This book will be of interest to political
scientists, historians, followers of Gandhi, and an informed
general audience.
Political Thinkers of Modern India Verinder Grover 1993
Political Diaries of the Persian Gulf: 1910-12 1990
Football Clubs in Saudi Arabia Source Wikipedia 2013-09 Please
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note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles
available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 47.
Chapters: Abha (football club), Ahmed Al-Fahmi, Al-Ahli SC
(Jeddah), Al-Ansar (Saudi Arabia), Al-Arabi (Saudi Arabian Sport
Club), Al-Batin (football club), Al-Faisaly FC (Harmah), Al-Fateh
SC, Al-Hilal FC, Al-Khaleej Club (Saudi), Al-Nahda (RSA), AlNajma (Saudi Arabian Sport Club), Al-Qadisiyah FC, Al-Raed, AlRiyadh SC, Al-Shoalah, Al-Ta'ee, Al-Taawon FC, Al-Wahda
(Mecca), Al-Watani, Al Hazm (football club), Al Jabalain, Al Nassr
FC, Al Shabab FC (Riyadh), Ettifaq FC, Hajer Club, Ittihad FC,
List of football clubs in Saudi Arabia, Mohsen Al-Eisa, Najran SC,
Ohud Medina, Saudi El Clasico. Excerpt: Ittihad Football Club
(Arabic: ), also known as Al-Ittihad, is a Saudi Premier League
football club based in Jeddah. Al-Ittihad has won eight League
titles and also holds 45 official championships, three of them
being Asian championships. Al-Ittihad has a big reputation for
being the oldest still-surviving club in Saudi Arabia and one of the
most successful clubs. The club was founded in 1927 and is the
oldest club in Saudi Arabia. The most successful period in AlIttihad's history was the 1990s and '05s, when the club won
numerous honours both domestically and in Asia. It has won two
Champions League titles in 2004 and 2005. It was a part of - FIFA
Club World Cup in 2005. It is the only Asian club to have won the
AFC Champions League twice in a row. Among the club's most
famous players were former striker Hamzah Idris, Ahmad Jamil
and Al Hasan Al-Yami. Furthermore, the famous Brazilian
international player Bebeto played for Al-Ittihad from 2001 to
2002. Back to the establishment of the club in 1927 when a
number of young people and some RO workers in the city of
Jeddah met to discuss a idea to form a football club brings them
together; a positive response resulted in a meeting at the Radio
Office on 4 January, the attendees...
Encyclopedia of Islam Juan Eduardo Campo 2009-01-01 Explores
the terms, concepts, personalities, historical events, and
institutions that helped shape the history of this religion and the
way it is practiced today.
Historical Dictionary of Islam Ludwig W. Adamec 2016-12-14
Muslims believe that the Koran is God’s message in Arabic,
revealed through the medium of the Prophet Muhammad for the
guidance of the Arabs and subsequently for all humanity. There is
both unity and variety in the Islamic world. Muslims are not a
homogeneous people who can be explained solely by their
normative texts: the Koran and the Sunnah. Muslims differ vastly
in their interpretation of Islam: modernists want to reinterpret
Islam to adapt to the requirements of modern times while
traditionalists tend to look to the classical and medieval periods
of Islam as their model of the Islamic state. This third edition of
Historical Dictionary of Islam contains a chronology, an
introduction, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The
dictionary section has over 700 cross-referenced entries on major
sects, schools of theology, and jurisprudence, as well as aspects
of Islamic culture. This book is an excellent resource for students,
researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Islam.
The Routledge Companion to Decolonization Dietmar
Rothermund 2006-04-18 This is an essential companion to the
process of decolonization – perhaps one of the most important
historical processes of the twentieth century. Examining
decolonization in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and the Pacific, the
Companion includes: thematic chapters a detailed chronology and
thorough glossary biographies of key figures maps. Providing
comprehensive coverage of a broad and complex subject area, the
guide explores: the global context for decolonization nationalism
and the rise of resistance movements resistance by white settlers
and moves towards independence Hong Kong and Macau, and
decolonization in the late twentieth century debates surrounding
neo-colonialism, and the rise of ‘development’ projects and aid
the legacy of colonialism in law, education, administration and
the military. With suggestions for further reading, and a guide to
sources, this is an invaluable resource for students and scholars
of the colonial and post-colonial eras, and is an indispensable
guide to the reshaping of the world in the twentieth century.
Then and Now Hussein Shabka 2018-02-13 A sociologist
examines the history of Egypt from the pharaohs to the present,
shedding light on its cultural deterioration and the dilemmas it
faces today. The story of Egypt’s long history is one of gradual
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descent from a wealthy, organized, sophisticated society to its
contemporary milieu of corruption and poverty. For more than
four thousand years, it earned the moniker om el donya, mother
of the world. But when Cleopatra died, the independent rule of
the pharaohs died with her. This seismic event not only
transferred power to Rome, but also shattered the foundations of
Egyptian society. For the following two millennia, a succession of
foreign occupations and despotic rulers undermined Egypt’s
national identity. They exported her wealth, imported a new
language and culture, and spawned social values that are inimical
to the very notion of modernity. Understanding these
developments provides one possible route to getting a handle on
the social and cultural situation in Egypt today.
IAS Mains Paper 1 Indian Heritage & Culture History &
Geography of the world & Society 2020 Azmat Ali 2019-11-12
UPSC is considered to be the most prestigious and toughest
examination in the country. In order to crack these exams one
need to do heavy preparations, thorough practice and clear
concepts about each and every subject. “IAS Mains General
Studies Paper – 1” the most updated study material incorporated
with detailed information and supported by up-to-date facts and
figures. The complete coverage on each topic of the syllabus have
been divided into 5 Important Units in this book. It gives the
complete depiction of Indian Literature, Religion, Music,
Architecture and also provides the detailed explanation for issues
related to society and women. This book facilitates by giving the
deep coverage on all the topics of the syllabus at one place with
the conceptual clarity to fulfil the need and demands of the
aspirants, special exam oriented structure has been given
according to the UPSC syllabus, discussion of the theoretical
concepts with the contemporary examples are given, Solved
Papers from Solved Papers 2019-17 and 16 and 3 practice sets
that helps in raising up level of preparation. This book acts as a
great help in achieving the success for the upcoming exam.
TABLE OF CONTENTS Solved Papers 2019-17, Unit -1: Indian
Heritage and Culture, Unit -2: Indian Society, Unit -3: Modern
Indian History, Unit -4: World History, Unit -5: Indian and World
Geography, Solved Paper 2016, Practice Paper (1-3).
Hundred Great Muslims Khwaja Jamil Ahmad 1971
India Wins Freedom Abūlkalām Āzād 2003 One of the makers of
modern India tells the story of the partition of India as never
before, with intimate knowledge and feeling. India Wins Freedom
has at last won its own freedom. The full text of this
autobiographical narrative was confined, under seal, in the
National Library, Calcutta, and in the National Archives, New
Delhi, for thirty years. What we now have is the complete text,
released in September 1988, by a court directive. Not only have
all the words and phrases of the original been reproduced, the
original tone and temper have been fully restored. The text now
reveals that the controversy that has simmered for so long about
the hitherto unpublished pages, was fully justified.
Advance Study in the History of Modern India (Volume-3:
1920-1947) G.S.Chhabra 2005
The Bombay Civic Journal 1958
Indo-Asian Culture 1958
Historical Dictionary of India Surjit Mansingh 2006-05-09 The
Republic of India is the second most populous, the seventh largest
by geographical area, and has the fourth largest economy in
terms of purchasing power parity in the world. While it has
always been an important country, it has often been neglected. Of
late, however, there has been much talk of the 'new' India, one
with greater economic dynamism, a more active foreign policy,
and the emergence of a huge middle class. With over a hundred
new cross-referenced dictionary entries-the majority of which
pertain to the last decade-and updating others, the second edition
of the Historical Dictionary of India illustrates the rapidly
evolving situation without neglecting the country's ancient past.
The chronology has been brought up to date, the introduction
expanded, and the bibliography includes numerous new titles.
A Flag A Song and A Pinch of Salt Subhadra Sengupta
2015-08-01 Police batons, prison sentences or the hangman's
noose-nothing could stop them. They stood up against the biggest
colonial empire in the world and all they had was their courage
and passion for freedom. Relive the exciting story of our struggle
for freedom through the lives of our greatest freedom fighters as
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they carried the defiantly fluttering tricolor towards a dream
called India.
New Arabian Studies R. B. Serjeant 1994-02 New Arabian
Studies is successor to Arabian Studies (published by the
Cambridge Middle East Centre), the editors of which, Professor
R. B. Serjeant and Dr R. L. Bidwell have been joined by Professor
G. Rex Smith. The journal covers a wide spectrum of topics
relating to the Arabian Peninsula, excluding controversial current
politics and pure science. Typical fields covered include
geography, archaeology, history, architecture, agriculture,
language, dialect, sociology, documents, literature, religion continuing the policy of Arabian Studies. Illustrations and the
reproduction of documents in facsimile figure where appropriate.
The journal aims at presenting the results of new observations
and original research as well as traditional themes, in readable
form, for those interested in things Arabian or living and working
in Arabia.
Modern Muslim Koran Interpretation Johannes Marinus
Simon Baljon 1968
The Mission Of Prophet Muhammad Moin Qazi 2014-09-06
The life of Prophet Muhammad has provided inspiration to
Muslims for hundreds of years. The Prophet occupies a unique
place in the life and conscience of Muslims. In this profound and
stimulating biography, the author shows how the Prophet’s
message can be used to address a vast range of contemporary
issues. The author focuses on the continuing relevance of the
Prophet’s life and teachings in the contemporary context and
strives to underline those aspects which have made them the
touchstones of faith and purity of thought and action
Majallat Al-Maghrib 2001
Ambedkar and His Writings Raj Kumar 2008 This book entitled
Ambedlar and His Writings A look for the New Generation : is
based on the study of Dr. BR Ambedkar s work and achievements
during his life time what he did for the Depresses Classes as well
as for general public with the writings of pen. Since Ambedkar is
still as inspiration, as innovator and a challenge for the
Brahminical society till date they could not change the thought of
Sudhras, because he worked in the Devanagari script of the Nam
or God. To highlight the significance of his role in the Round
Table Conferences by Mr. Ramsay Macdonal and domination over
Gandhi and Jinnha s idea, is the historical progress in human
history in the interest of common man not for Brahmins; and war
against the Brahminical pollution to end them with scientific
study of the Nam is Important for the untouchables as an idea of
Neo-Buddha and Kabir of Dr. B.R Ambedkar, as Baba Gurinder
Singh Ji Biaswale is an advance idea to check the Brahminical
pollution including modern politicians who dominated the society
without any reasoning and logic as a mafia rulers of the present
society like Gandhi and Jinnha. Thus, keeping in view, the
egocentric approach of Gandhi and Jinnha, this book gives a
challenge to the communal forces that Nam has been established
as threat for themfor the establishment of Nam Society i.e, Radha
Soami or Chamar having the same meaning as an advance
approach for Civilization growth as Dr. Ambedkar has given
during his life time.
Muʻtabara Ṭarīqas (notable Sufi Orders) in Indonesian Islam 2011
Biographical Dictionary of Modern Egypt Arthur Goldschmidt
2000 This desk reference provides biodata, biographical sketches,
and source material for approximately 500 men and women who
have played a major role in Egypt's national life.
Modernist Islam, 1840-1940 Charles Kurzman 2002-10-03
Modernist Islam was a major intellectual current in the Muslim
world during the 19th and 20th centuries. Proponents of this
movement typically believed that it was not only possible but
imperative to show how "modern" values and institutions could be
reconciled with authentically Islamic ideals. This sourcebook
brings together a broad range of writings on modernist Islam
from across the Muslim world. It makes available for the first
time in English the writings of many of the activists and
intellectuals who made up the early modernist Islamic movement.
Charles Kurzman and a team of section editors, each specializing
in a different region of the Islamic world, have assembled,
translated, and annotated the work of the most important of these
figures. With the publication of this volume, an English-speaking
audience will have wider access to the literature of modernist
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Islam than did the makers of the movement themselves.
IAS Mains Paper 1 Indian Heritage & Culture History &
Geography of the world & Society 2021 Janmenjay Sahni
2020-10-01
Egyptology: The Missing Millennium Okasha El Daly
2016-07-01 Egyptology: The Missing Millennium brings together
for the first time the disciplines of Egyptology and Islamic
Studies, seeking to overturn the conventional opinion of Western
scholars that Moslims/Arabs had no interest in pre-Islamic
cultures. This book examines a neglected period of a thousand
years in the history of Egyptology, from the Moslem annexation of
Egypt in the seventh century CE until the Ottoman conquest in
the 16th century. Concentrating on Moslem writers, as it is
usually Islam which incurs blame for cutting Egyptians off from
their ancient heritage, the author shows not only the existence of
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a large body of Arabic sources on Ancient Egypt, but also their
usefulness to Egyptology today. Using sources as diverse as the
accounts of travelers and treasure hunters to books on alchemy,
the author shows that the interest in ancient Egyptian scripts
continued beyond classical writers, and describes attempts by
medieval Arab scholars, mainly alchemists, to decipher the
hieroglyph script. He further explores medieval Arab interest in
Ancient Egypt, discussing the interpretations of the intact
temples, as well as the Arab concept of Egyptian kingship and
state administration—including a case study of Queen Cleopatra
that shows how the Arabic romance of this queen differs
significantly from Western views. This book will be of great
interest to academics and students of archaeology, Islamic
studies and Egyptology, as well as anyone with a general interest
in Egyptian history.
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